To Min.

Our colleague, friend, and portal into the vocabulary of the youths.

Your words carry much weight. Even when we’re unsure what you mean.

Hopefully this dictionary can help.

Love, TechChange.
Henlo

Exclamation

1. Hello
2. A friendly greeting

On her first day at TechChange, Min walked in and greeted everyone henlo.
Smol Bean

Noun

1. Used to describe something cute and small. Or large. It works either way, really.

Min held this smol bean in her arms and never let go.
Big Time Agree (BTA)

*Exclamation*

1. Used to express agreement, but bigly.

*Min big time agrees that Sam Johnson is the best vocal coach on Youtube.*
Jawline Power Theory (JPT)

Noun

1. Theory of beauty indicating a correlation between attractiveness and the angular power of one’s jawline.

Ariana Grande is the Queen of JPT.

* See also Big Mouth Theory (BMT)
Foggy Bots, The Codmo, FarNo, GalPl

**Noun(s)**

1. Used to indicate various locales around Washington, D.C.

*Min rarely makes it down to Foggy Bots, but she’s a regular at the Codmo.*
Curst

*Adjective*

1. Used generally to mean that which gives you an unsettling feeling.
2. Bad, awkward, uncomfortable.

*Tracy Caroll’s designs are curst.*
Yeet/Yeetus

*Exclamation, verb*

1. Used to express excitement, agreement, or confirmation.
2. To throw something, somewhere.

*Yeetus.*
Big Mouth Theory (BMT)

Noun

1. Theory of vocal production indicating a correlation between vocal talent and bigness of mouth.

*Jessie J exemplifies big mouth theory.*

* See also Jawline Power Theory (JPT)
Bois

Noun

1. Used to indicate anything and everything that has a quantity greater than one.

Min could never say no to an avocado and a bag of plantain bois.